
Seat Cushion Options Standard Seat Cushion Fill: Refer to the individual style in the price list for both the style-specific 
standard seat cushion fill as well as charges for changing the standard seat cushion fill.
Slipcovered Ottoman Top Fill: Due to slipcover ottoman construction, optional fill for cushion tops 
are not available.
Committed to environmental stewardship, all foam incorporates BiOH HR (High resiliency – 1.8 
minimum density) polyols derived from natural, renewable soy beans. When compared to traditional 
petroleum based polyols, BiOH requires less non-renewable energy to manufacture, emits less global
warming emissions, and reduces the industry consumption of petroleum. We offer six seat cushion fill
options with varying levels of support. Refer to the individual style in the price list for both the style-
specific standard seat cushion fill as well as charges for changing the standard seat cushion fill.
California Requirements: We use flame-retardant-free cushions, foam, and decking that has been 
tested and approved by CertiPUR-US® to meet standards for content, emissions, and durability to 
ensure consumer safety and environmental stewardship. Per this new regulation, and effective 
January 1, 2015, all of our products are now labeled as CA TB117-2013 compliant. 
Learn more at http://certipur.us/
Hallmark Seat Cushion (Medium Firmness)

BiOH HR (high resiliency – 1.8 minimum density) foam core (10% soy) is wrapped in polyester fiber 
then encased in ticking. This cushion will have a tailored look with good recovery. For additional 
seating support, Extra Firm Hallmark is available at no charge.
Extra Firm Hallmark Seat Cushion (Very Supportive Feel)

Hallmark Seat Cushion construction with a firmer, higher compression poly foam core.

Mayfair Seat Cushion (Soft Feel)

BiOH HR foam core is double wrapped in polyester fiber then encased in a down proof ticking. This 
cushion will have comfort wrinkles due to its softer construction.

Hamilton Spring Down Seat Cushion (Medium Firmness)

Individually wrapped coil springs are enclosed in BiOH HR foam. This core unit is then wrapped in 
polyester fiber, then covered in a blend of polyester fiber, and feathers and down which have been 
sewn into a channeled down proof ticking.

Comfort Down Package (Soft Feel)

This package is:
  Comfort Down Seat Cushion: BiOH HR foam core with a soft foam wrap is covered in a blend of 
  polyester fiber, and feathers and down which have been sewn into a channeled down proof ticking. 
  This cushion will have a soft and casual feel.
  Comfort Down Back Cushion: 25% down and feathers is combined with 75% polyester fiber and 
  then sewn into a channeled down proof ticking.
Plush Down Package (Super Soft Feel)

This package is:
  Plush Down Seat Cushion: BiOH HR foam core with soft foam toppers is wrapped with a layer of 
  polyester fiber, and then covered in a generous amount of a 10% down and 90% feather blend 
  which has been sewn into a channeled down proof ticking. This cushion will be super soft with a
  relaxed look and casual feel.
  Legacy Down Back Cushion: 50% down and feathers blended with 50% polyester fiber is sewn 
  into a channeled down proof ticking.

Back Cushion Options Standard Back Cushion Fill: Refer to the individual style in the price list for both the style-specific 
standard back cushion fill as well as charges for changing the standard back cushion fill.
Fiber Back Cushion: Polyester fiber is sewn into a channeled ticking.
Extra Full Fiber Back Cushion: Only available on semi-attached or loose back cushion styles that
are standard with a Fiber Back Cushion or a Comfort Down Back Cushion.
Comfort Down Back: 25% down and feathers is combined with 75% polyester fiber and then sewn
into a channeled down proof ticking.
Legacy Down Back: 50% down and feathers is combined with 50% polyester fiber and then sewn 
into a channeled down proof ticking.         **Refer to pg 255 in our catalog for further details**

Throw Pillow Options Legacy Down TP Fill: 5% down and 95% feathers is sewn into a down proof ticking. Legacy Down 
is the standard pillow fill for all styles that feature throw pillows as well as all extra pillows ordered.
Fiber TP Fill: Polyester fiber throw pillow fill is available upon request at no extra charge.

CUSHION FILL OPTIONS
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